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HMAC VISIT TO THE AUSTRALIAN ARMY INFANTRY MUSEUM   
 

HMAC - Sunday 15 May 2022. By Paul Campbell    
 
After being postponed due to Covid lockdowns in 2021, we finally organised a visit to the Australian Army Infantry 
Museum at Singleton on Sunday 15 May 2022 with 21 club members, family & friends attending.  
 
The day started with a lovely morning tea at the Lone Pine Café. 
 
One of the stories told was of Private Alan James Mather, killed in action in June 1917 at the Battle of Messines. 
The battle fought in West Flanders from 7-14 June 1917 began with the detonation of 19 mines before the infantry 
assault. The shock waves from the mines were reportedly felt as far away as London. 
 
On 6 August 2008 a multinational archaeological team investigating World War I German trenches and defences 
close to a mine crater near Ploegsteert in Belgium, discovered the remains of Private Mather as he fell, clutching 
his rifle and a Prussian infantryman's spiked helmet. His personal effects revealed much about his nationality and 
battalion, with DNA testing confirmed his identity. 
 
The displays as you walk around the museum space give you have a reality check of just how hard war is and how 
much technology has changed warfare. 
 

 
 
The displays were very detailed and showed the involvement of the Australian Army in each war, with technology 
improving with every war. 
 

 
You can see how thought-provoking the displays were by the studied interest shown by the members. 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

The 2 Vile's were very excited with the display of a 1958 Series 2A Land Rover. Andrew was seen with a tape 
measure working out the calculations to fit a Recoilless Rifle to his current day Land Rover, while Matthew was 
taking some very detailed photos of the split Windscreen and Gun mounts. 

 
 



 
 

While the Vile family were busy with their tape measures and cameras, I had my eye on the M113A1 Light 
Reconnaissance vehicle. It would look great next to my Fire Truck, but I'm sure Beth would have other ideas. 
 
Did you knock on the side of the M113A1 vehicle? How thick was that steel? This tank was rebuilt in Vietnam after 
it sustained extensive damage to the front passenger side during the Vietnam War and continued its service for the 
entirety of the conflict. Later in their working life most were fitted with air conditioning and fridges to improve the 
conditions for the troops. It is now part of the permanent display at the museum. Next pics. 

 

 
 

The centre piece of the museum was the Bell UH-1H Iroquois Helicopter ("Huey"). Next pics. 
 
Purchased during the Vietnam War, the helicopter on display flew UN missions in Somalia between 1976 & 1979 
and in the Solomon Islands in 2003 carrying Military Personal & medical evacuations. 
 

 
 



 

  
Above left - Lewis Light Machine Gun.  Above right - Vickers Machine Gun - 1917 

 
Above left - 17-Pounder Anti-Tank Gun (Note - Manufactured by General Motors Holden in Woodville Factory - 

South Australia) Above right - 2 Pounder Anti-Tank Gun 
 

 
HMAC members, family & friends - Parkview Café Singleton. 

 
The day was completed with lunch at Parkview Café - Singleton. I hope everyone enjoyed the day. PAUL. 



- Mark’s Pacific Type locomotive –  

 
 

I have just been given this PS4 [above pic] with a signed print of 3801. The PS-4 was a class of 4-6-2 steam 
locomotive. These are both Pacific Type locomotives of which I seem to have a few, so I thought I would do an 
article on these locomotives (Pacifics). Below is the last Pacific built in 2008 and in green. The next photo is a 
Pacific in blue. 

 

 
 
The Pacific (4-6-2) locomotives first came on the scene at the turn of the 20th century and the last was built in the 
21st century. They were designed for speed and power for express passenger service the world over. Most of you 
will know some of the more famous locomotives in this class such as the Flying Scotsman, Mallard and our own 
3801 which is now owned by Transport Heritage NSW which was previously the NSW Rail Transport Museum. 
Engineers Australia’s website states that `Locomotive 3801 was constructed in 1943 to the design of the 
engineering staff of NSWGR and constructed in Sydney by Clyde Engineering. It introduced many innovative 
features and had the highest boiler pressure used on steam locomotives in Australia. The design led to the 
development of faster and more efficient express train operation from 1940 to 1960. During its service it operated 
all major express trains in NSW and holds the Sydney – Newcastle speed record for steam trains.’ 



 
Editor’s old family pic of 3801 which may have been taken at Central station.  

 

 
 
Above pic at left is the cover of the book, `The Observer’s Book of Railway Locomotives of Britain.’ These books 
were printed from 1937 until 2003 and they covered a wide range of subjects, and over 800 titles were released. 
They are a must for anyone looking for information on a specific subject. Like your smartphone they fit in your 
pocket and give you all the information you need at a glance. The only difference is you pay for the book once and 
it doesn't need charging. At right is Whyte’s wheel arrangement for locomotives. This is a chart showing the Whyte 
system for steam locomotive wheel configurations. This book also details head codes and engine shed numbers.  



So as you can imagine it was a great little book for any young trainspotter and price in the reach of pocket money. I 
had a copy as a child. This is a replacement copy given to me by Brian. It is still the most used book in my collection. 
 
PS4 were built from 1923 to 1928 the later ones of which this model is one, had larger tenders. These were on 
three axle bogies and had a water capacity of 14,000 gallons. The colour of the locomotive is Virginian Green with 
goldleaf trimming and lettering. This was chosen by the U.S. Southern Railway President Fairfax Harrison after a 
trip to the UK where he had admired the green used on the locomotives of London and North Eastern Railways. 
 
The next pic is this latest Pacific in my collection and it was given to me by the MD of the company I work for. As 
mentioned above, it came with a signed print of another Pacific, the 3801. These belonged to his late father and he 
wanted them to go to someone who would appreciate them for what they are, and not for what they are worth. 
The model was made by Matchbox in 1976. It is a Southern PS4 from the USA. The train was called the Crescent 
Limited because Crescent City is a nickname for New Orleans. 
 

 
 
There is only one PS4 left and it is 1401 in The Smithsonian Institution National Museum of American History in 
Washington D.C. It was given a cosmetic restoration before going to the Smithsonian and has not been in steam for 
over 50 years. The cost to get it back in to steam would probably be eyewatering. Not to mention the time and 
amount of work involved. 
 

  
The PS4 No 1401 on display in the Smithsonian in Washington D.C. U.S.A. 



 
 
Previous pic is another Tri-ang Pacific and this was their first `Princess Elizabeth.’ This was introduced to the Tri-ang 
range in 1951, it went through several changes in its production run, and has always been a popular model. The 
great thing with all Tri-ang locomotives is that even Pacifics can go round the tightest radius. 
 
Next pic is my favourite Pacific. A Southern Battle of Britain class Winston Churchill. This locomotive was used to 
carry the coffin of the great man for his last journey. Hornby have just remade the parcel van used for the coffin. 
The nick name for the locomotives with their streamlining was `Spam cans.’ They look just as nice without the 
streamlining. In later years most of these locomotives had the streamlining removed. 

 

 
 
The Battle of Britain class are the same as the West Country Class and are smaller than the Merchant Navy Class. 
They were Southern Railways Streamliners and were used for express passengers service.  
 
The Battle of Britain Monument website states, `In order to meet the post-war requirements of the railway 
network, the Chief Mechanical Engineer of Southern Railway (as it was then), Oliver Bulleid, designed a new steam 
locomotive which was named the Light Pacific. A total of 110 of these were constructed between 1945 and 1950 
and separated (though mechanically identical) into the ‘West Country’ Class and ‘Battle of Britain’ Class. 
 
The class difference simply referred to the origin of the names that were to be given as per the practice of the time 
to each individual locomotive. The ‘West Country’ Class were named after holiday resorts and ‘beauty spots’ in that 
area and the ‘Battle of Britain’ Class took their names from people, places, aircraft and other entities linked to the 
Battle of Britain…..The ‘Battle of Britain’ Class comprised 44 locomotives.’ 
 
The most famous of these 4-6-2 Merchant Navy Class locomotives was the Golden Arrow boat train. These trains 
were so named as they commenced service conveying passengers from London to Dover where they would be 
ferried across to Calais in France by boat. Their history goes back to 1882, though they were not actually named as 
the Golden Arrow till 1929. After WW2, the Pacific 4-6-2 engines replaced the 4-6-0 Lord Nelson Class locomotives 
as the Golden Arrow boat train.  



 
 

 
Hornby’s London and North Eastern Railway (LNER) Mallard locomotive model. 

 
People may argue over which Pacific is the most famous The Flying Scotsman or Mallard. When it comes to beauty 
nothing can come close to Nigel Gresley's A4 masterpiece. The streamlining on these locomotives made them look 
so modern for 1935 when they came out. Mallard is known the world over for holding the speed record for the 
fastest steam engine. It set the record  of 126mph with a seven-coach train for a distance of 5 miles.  
 
This is one locomotive you must see if you go to Britain. It is at The National Railway Museum in York, you will need 
a day to look through this museum and trust me you will still not see it all. 
 
My model is made by Hornby and I got it boxed for only $60. Above pic. The chassis was broken and the valve gear 
was bent. 2 hours work and everything was back in order. Mark Jenkins. 
 
Britain’s National Rail Museum has the following on the Mallard. `The Mallard is an A4 Pacific class 4-6-2 steam 
locomotive and was built in 1938 for the LNER [London and North Eastern Railway] and designed by Sir Nigel 
Gresley. The A4s were built to power high-speed trains in the late 1930s, and their shape was honed in a wind 
tunnel to help them cut through the air as cleanly as possible—making speeds of 120mph and above possible. 
 
Born in 1876, Sir Nigel Gresley was an engineering powerhouse with a long list of achievements in his career. He 
designed A1 Flying Scotsman, the first locomotive to break 100mph in the UK, while Mallard combined a number of 
technical innovations—from the streamlined casing to the efficient Kylchap exhaust system—to make it a prime 
candidate for the steam speed record. 
 
Following its retirement from British Rail in 1963 it went on display at the Museum of British Transport in Clapham, 
before coming to our museum in time for our first day of opening in 1975.’ Editor. 



-A little snippet - THE STANLEY STEAMER-  

 
A while back, I posted some photos on the club’s Facebook page of two Stanley Steamer vehicles that I had spotted 
in England at different shows. [shown below] So, I decided to write a little snippet on the Stanley Steamer. 
 

 
Stanley Steamer vehicles above - At left, a 1907 model and at right, a 1923 740B model, the last models made. 

 
The younger generation, as we oldies like to call them, may know very little about steam power, yet not that long 
ago it was used to power an industrial revolution in manufacturing, transportation with shipping and railways and 
many other appliances. As well, they may not be aware that it was steam that powered the replacement for the 
`horse and buggy’ initially, because the so-called internal combustion engine was still having teething trouble. The 
Stanley Garage website wrote that, `… in the 1890s the steam powered automobile was beginning to offer a 
reliable but somewhat bulky and problematic means of personal transportation.’ They also wrote that the electric 
car that is still under experimentation and development today, was also competing for a share in powering the 
automobile back then and by the start of the 1900’s, over a hundred American companies were producing steam 
powered autos. 
 
Enter twin brothers Freelan and Francis Stanley who in 1897, having sold their dry photographic plate process 
business to the Kodak founder George Eastman, went on to produce their first steam powered automobile. The 
brothers were keen inventors and were also renowned for having developed the airbrush. Though they formed 
their first company to produce steam powered automobiles, their first vehicle was initially for personal use, 
however, they soon had orders for 200 vehicles after it won a hill climbing event. 
 
Their early steam powered vehicles were of a simple design mechanically, with only 13 moving parts to the steam 
engine and 24 for the rest of the automobile. They had light timber bodies mounted on a tubular steel chassis with 
the engine mounted beneath the seat. They were quiet, even when mobile, yet were probably the most powerful 
and quickest automobile of that era. The steam engine generates full power from rest which sets it apart from 
other engines. So, once the steam engine was up and running, it automatically generated steam with the power 
being precisely controlled by a form of lever to attain the speed required. It was rear wheel driven by chain drive 
from the engine crankshaft. 
 
The brothers sold their steam car company to Locomobile in 1899, but by 1902 were back in business as the 
Stanley Motor Carriage Company producing cars again that became known as Stanley Steamers and sometimes 
nick-named as the `Flying Teapot.’ They soon had aluminium bodies similar in looks to the internal combustion 
powered cars of the time and had twin cylinder steam engines as there were patent problems over the design of 
the vehicles sold to Locomobile. The Stanley Steamers did not have a transmission unit, clutch or driveshaft. The 
Stanley Garage website also wrote, `The thrashing, banging, clattering, and smell of the internal combustion car 
was no match for the discernable hiss of a Stanley burner…. a mechanical complexity of hundreds of parts for the 
engine and transmission… further tarnished the early image of the gasoline-powered automobile… the steam car 
gained popularity, especially with the rich, and became the premier steam cars to own.’ 
 
By about 1910, the internal combustion engined cars had become more powerful and fuel efficient. The `T’ Model 
Ford was miles cheaper and mass produced and the rest is a story we all know. Whether because the writing was 
on the wall or not, the Stanley brothers sold their business in 1917. By 1924 production had ceased. It has been 
estimated that around 11,000 Stanley Steamers left the assembly line. Terry. 



A BORGWARD STORY - Interesting vehicles, especially the Isabella, a beautiful, but almost forgotten 
motor car that appeared briefly in Australia. 

 
 
For its time, the Borgward Isabella was an attractive motor car that is almost unknown in Australia today. See 
lead-in pic. In the June 2016 Gearbox we had an article on a Lloyd 600 road test conducted by Wheels Magazine in 
1956. As well, in the November 2021 Gearbox we had another article on Lloyd, and in both stories you will read 
about the relationship between Lloyd and Borgward with Lloyd having been taken over by the large German 
company owned by Carl F. W. Borgward in the late 1920’s. From the Gearbox article I wrote that… `we already had 
a Borgward product being sold in Australia, the Goliath, and in December 1956, `Cars today’ said it was one of the 
most interesting small cars on the Australian market because of its unconventional petrol injected water cooled 
two-stroke engine. It was imported by the Kenneth Wright Motor organisation from 1954, and to reduce tariffs, 
was fully assembled in Melbourne. The Goliath’s Sydney dealer was Bill Buckle Motors.’  
 
When the Isabella sedan and coupe were released, they were written up by motoring journalists as being 
exceptional autos for that era. It wasn’t only their appearance and comfort, but also their performance under road 
testing. So in 1958, Kenneth Wright Motors started to import the Isabella into Australia with a plan to fully 
assemble the vehicle in Australia eventually. However the project never came to fruition as the Borgward company 
would ultimately become insolvent.  
 
The Borgward story is interesting with Carl being born around 1890 and coming from a large, but poor, working 
class German family. He eventually became very interested in motor vehicles and he turned out to be a successful 
businessman involved with an automotive parts company which later morphed into the Borgward Company. In 
1924 he produced his first vehicle, a three wheeled van called a `Blitzkarren’ and based on a motorcycle. It became 
popular with traders who only wanted a small auto for their business. It was powered by a two-stroke motorcycle 
engine under the goods carrying section that sat between the front single wheel and the rear single driver’s 
position over the two wheel axle. As a three wheeler, it avoided specific taxes and did not require a vehicle drivers 
licence. Borgward followed up with another little vehicle, the `Goliath’ which, though still a three wheeler, was 
now fitted with two seats. It too proved very popular. Prior to the Second World war, Borgward took control of the 
Hansa-Lloyd companies that had financial issues. More of the Borgward history is contained in the previous 
Gearbox articles. 
 
Controversially, during WW2, Borgward made military vehicles for the Nazi regime though it is still not known if 
this was of his own volition or not, and historically, is still debated today. However, at the conclusion of the 
conflict, Borgward was sentenced to three years goal for allegedly aiding the Nazis. At the end of his incarceration, 
he returned home to Bremen to find that his factories were substantially damaged by Allied bombing and as well, 
Germany was rationing materials. He still set about rebuilding and soon had his company split into three entities, 
Borgward, Goliath and Lloyd in order for each company to obtain their share of steel and other equipment.  
 
Under this structure, with each company controlling its own engineering and procurement branch, it turned out 
that  they didn’t share parts and resources which was very costly, finance wise. But this was not a problem in the 
1950’s as Borgward was very successful, especially with the launch of the Isabella models and other Borgward 
autos that had cutting edge features such as an automatic gearbox and air suspension. By the late 1950s Borgward 
had a massive financial turnover, but a campaign of bad publicity from a financial point was launched against 
Borgward for some reason, and the State owned council of Bremen, already known to be antagonistic towards 
Borgward, suspended a loan to the company forcing the council to take possession of the company. They then 
appointed a board member of the rival BMW company to run Borgward. The company was quickly closed down 
and all creditors paid off which proved that Borgward was probably not in any real financial danger before the 
takeover.  



 

 

 
Above from the top – Borgward Isabella Coupe, Sedan and station wagon and all in 1:43 scale diecast by Norev. 

Below is a pickup version of the Isabella in 1:43 scale by SE Models. 
 

 



 
 

To end the story, I found that Borgward is still currently manufacturing motor vehicles. Carl Borgward's grandson 
renewed the company and he then on-sold the brand to a Chinese firm. It was in early 2014 that the Foton Motor 
Company acquired full ownership of Borgward and then in March 2019, UCAR acquired 67% of Borgward’s shares. 
Today they've created new designs and started to produce autos in China, mainly SUVs with the Borgward name, 
and have now turned out award winning autos. The company is based in Stuttgart, Germany, but the Borgward 
Group GmbH now have a massive new ultramodern production plant in the Miyun district of Beijing and their 
motto is `INNOVATION AND PRECISION.’ They also say that their global quality management system ensures that 
safety, quality and environmentally friendly standards are met at the highest level across the board. So besides 
their German market, Borgward is becoming a big seller in China and has now expanded into the middle East. Into 
the future, they have plans for right hand drive versions for South Africa, and possibly even Australia. 
 
In the next pic we have a recent version of one of the smaller Borgward SUVs intended to compete against the 
BMW X4. It is an all-wheel drive SUV powered by a 165kW turbocharged 2.0-litre four-cylinder engine and offered 
with a six-speed automatic transmission. Borgward now have a large range of vehicles from the small BX3 up to the 
larger SUVs like the BX7 which is soon to have an electric model, the BXi7, added to the range.  
 

 
One of the Borgward autos of today – The BX6 medium size SUV. 

 
For the collector: The Borgward Isabella has been well modelled over the years by many makers. Revell make the 
Isabella Coupe in 1:18 scale diecast and it is brilliant in detail and overall appearance. BOS (Best of Show) also make 
the Isabella in sedan form in 1:18 scale, but in resin and it is quite expensive. Way back, Dinky of France modelled 
the Isabella in 1:43 scale but can be expensive if in mint condition today. White Box, Norev and Atlas (Dinky 
reproduction) also make the Isabella Coupe in 1:43 scale diecast and they can be found at reasonable prices on 
Ebay. Norev have also modelled the sedan and IXO have the sedan in their `Argentinian’ series of models and both 
in 1:43 scale. Minichamps make the sedan, coupe, station wagon and convertible models in 1:43 scale diecast. It is 
also well modelled in 1:87 scale. The most expensive model of the Isabella in 1:43 scale is by Pathfinder in white 
metal. Terry. 


